Identity and Access
Management:

Pillars for Effective
Personalisation

Introduction

Personalisation is fast becoming the front and
centre focus for B2C digital marketers. Driven by
the wealth of customer data that organisations
now hold, the marketing opportunities afforded
by personalisation are varied and advanced. Many
larger online retail organisations such as ASOS,
Google and Amazon are already incredibly adept
at personalised marketing and have built a large
following of loyal customers as a result.
But personalisation is not just a possibility
for large B2C companies – smaller companies
without the in-house technical resource to
build their own solutions can access the same
capabilities as provided by Google and Apple
for their own products. And increasingly B2B
marketers are turning to personalisation to
provide content that is specifically geared
towards individual buyers, largely segmented by
industry, department, function or role.
For smaller organisations looking to engage
in personalised marketing, simply purchasing
analytics software is likely to be ineffective
without having the tools to help identity and
understand who your customers are in the first
place. These tools start with having a strong
identity and access management (IAM) capability.
As a term, IAM has been around for a while
and is traditionally associated with security.
Now however, identity and access management
software is a critical pillar for effective
personalisation. Understanding who your
customer is and ensuring that they have access
to the right content and services underpins any
personalisation strategy.
The ability to identify your customer each
time they access your services and ensure that
they have access to the content and services
that they are entitled to is crucial. Attempts at
personalisation will fail if this data is not accurate
from the start.
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What is personalisation?

Advances in technology and data analytics
have given organisations the ability to track and
respond to a customer’s digital interests, even
before they have registered or bought a product.
Personalisation technology utilises this customer
insight to make suggestions or highlight certain
items and content to an individual. Many sites
help customers make choices by organising
information and prioritising it based upon the
individual’s interests.
Jerry Daykin writing for The Guardian describes
personalisation as:
“The ability to reach different consumers with
different creative messages, rather than having
to have a single TV advert that everyone sees.
It means you can subtly tailor your executions
based on demographics, interests, location
or even purchase history, reaching millions of
consumers but each with something that seems
personally relevant and interesting.”
Why is personalisation important to customers?
There are many reasons why personalisation is a
positive thing for customers. It greatly improves
ease of use and enhances their online experience
with your brand.
Take for example Google ID which underpins the
relationship between Google and all of its users.
From your Google ID, Google offers seamless
access to all of its products such as Gmail, Google
Drive and Google Play. Once the customer
has logged in, they have access to all of these
products as well as seamless single payment
capability for Google’s paid for services, such as
third parties within Google Play, or music tracks
from within Play Music. And Google ID is the
focus of a customer’s relationship with Google,
regardless of whether that customer is using a
tablet, web browser or mobile phone.
Google ID provides Google with an incredible

level of awareness about each of its customers
and thereby enables it to deliver an integrated,
personalised offering to each one as an individual.

More than three in five consumers feel
more positively about a brand when the
promotional outreach and marketing
messages they receive are personalised.1

Many customers, particularly digital natives,
have now come to expect similar levels of
personalisation and are increasingly tired of
receiving irrelevant offers and content. In the
work environment, consumers now expect the
same capabilities as they get from Facebook and
Google, services that they use in their private
lives.
Today’s consumer will regularly access services
from different locations and devices. One thing
that is sure to frustrate a customer is getting
locked out of their account unnecessarily.
Companies now have to support that norm and
also provide the customer with a single-view
of their product offerings, regardless of access
device.
While personalisation has clear benefits for
customers, concerns around security and privacy
of their data remain. Some customers remain
uncomfortable with the idea that organisations
have access to so much data about their lives.
Organisations must be mindful of this and
ensure that they balance these concerns while
emphasising and demonstrating the potential
benefits by creating compelling customer
experiences online.
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to Gartner (2018), over 80% of organisations
expect to compete mainly based on customer
experience.2 This will be manifested in two main
areas:
1.

Increased customer loyalty: Since “repeat
shoppers represent just 8% of all site
visitors but account for nearly 41% of all
online sales” retaining customer loyalty is
critical.3 Given that the probability of selling
to an existing customer is 60–70% while the
probability of selling to a new prospect is
5-20%, retaining loyalty is key.3 By focusing
efforts on selling to existing customers,
organisations will benefit from potential
cost savings on marketing to and acquiring
new customers.

2. Increased customer insight: The customer
data that is gathered throughout the
personalisation process creates an
incredible opportunity for customer insight.
This data can be analysed to highlight
which areas of the business are performing
well and/or have room to grow and this
information can be used to help develop
your business offering.
Gartner retail research findings from 2014
indicate less than 10% of Tier 1 retailers believe
they are highly effective at personalisation and
nearly one-third report having limited or no
capability to support personalisation efforts.4
To make matters worse, Gartner (2019) also
suggests that brands risk losing 38% of their
customers due to poor marketing personalisation
efforts, as customers may unsubscribe from a
company’s communications and some will stop
doing business with a company if they find
personalization efforts to be “creepy”. 5

Why should personalisation 		
matter to me as a business?

For businesses personalisation offers a wealth
of opportunity in terms of being able to target
customers more effectively and cross sell
additional products and services. According

1 MyBuys and the e-tailing group Customer Centric Marketing 2013 http://www.e-tailing.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/MyBuys-Customer-Centric-Marketing-Ebook.pdf
2 Realizing the Benefits of Superior Customer Experience: A Gartner Trend Insight Report Published: 11 May 2018 https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/insights/articles/key-findings-from-the-gartner-customer-experience-survey
3 The ROI from Marketing to Existing Online Customers Adobe https://www.ndm.net/ecm/pdf/13926.digital_index_loyal_shoppers_report.pdf
4 Delivering on Personalization Requires Advanced Merchandise Segmentation and Consistent Communications. Gartner 2014. https://blogs.gartner.com/robert-hetu/new-research-on-personalization-highlights-the-challenges/
5 Gartner Survey Shows Brands Risk Losing 38 Percent of Customers Because of Poor Marketing Personalization Efforts. Gartner 2019. https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2019-03-11-gartner-survey-shows-brandsrisk-losing-38-percent-of
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What do you need to have in place
to deliver a personalised 		
experience?

Identification – it has to start with accurate
identification
As previously mentioned, today consumers
access digital content via numerous different
devices from mobile phones to tablets and
laptops, each with its own IP address. It is
therefore increasingly difficult to track individual
consumers across different devices. To be able
to engage in personalised marketing to an
individual, organisations must be certain who that
customer is and be able to identify them each
time they access your services even if that access
comes across multiple devices.
The most effective method of doing this comes
from identity-based permissions management
where the user
of an online service (or variety of online services)
accesses cloud and corporate applications
using a single identity. This provides businesses
and organisations the ability to offer both their
internal and external users a single point of access
with which they are able to access a variety of
online services using the same credentials.
This is in keeping with what consumers have
come to expect. Popular online services such
as Google ID or Facebook Login have changed
expectations regarding the ease with which a
user now expects to be able to access multiple
software applications. Whether it be a web,
mobile, or desktop application, users now expect
to gain access using a single set of credentials
(usually email + password).
Access - What do you want your customer to be
able to access?
For organisations selling digital content or
services, you need to make sure that consumers
only have access to what they have paid for.

A simple username and password combination is
fairly easy to share between friends if everyone
wants to watch a movie. But when these
credentials are paired with particular device
IP address assigned to a particular individual
then circumventing content access restrictions
becomes more difficult. The same need applies
for organisations that offer corporate licenses for
their services.

An effective, identity-based licensing
solution can help ensure the accurate
match between what customers are
entitled to and what they actually receive.

For example, an online publisher may provide a
large corporation and its employees access to
its content. The technology needs to be able to
understand corporate licensing structures and
allow the agreed access rights to a large group
of people, which creates additional complexity.
Such structures are supported by identitybased licensing services which can reflect the
relationships between individuals, the business
units and companies they work in and the
products that they have permission to use, read
or view.
Analytics and the ability to act on the data
you’re gathering
Data analytics technology is now well established
and can help organisations to easily access and
analyse customer information such as what
services they are using and when. With this
information, organisations are then in a position
to target customers more effectively.
But where does this data come from in the first
place? For digital content providers who have
an effective identity and access management
solution in place, the data they are able to
gather about individual customers and their
online preferences then gives the ability to offer
much more granular and targeted subscription

packages to suit a customer’s needs. For other
organisations this could mean more targeted
advertising or cross-selling of services, or provide
insight that highlights the need to change or
amend your product package.
dentity and access management enable
organisations to collect crucial information about
the customer which can then be fed back into the
personalisation process to further refine product
offerings at an individual level.
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What are the challenges to
effective delivery?

For most organisations the barriers to deploying
effective personalisation tools include finding and
procuring the right technology, a lack of in-house
knowledge and skills to support the technology,
and the expectation that they are expensive to
deploy under long term contracts.
Technology
In the world of single-sign on, permissions and
online product licensing there are many vendors
of off-the-shelf solutions and it is often difficult to
make sense of the various offerings. Off the shelf
products are often restrictive and designed with
very particular business case in mind. However, it
is your business case and not the business case of
the particular product that needs to be forefront
in your mind during your procurement. A solution
should be able to support your business case,
integrate with existing systems, and be standardbased, extensible and scalable.
Skills
While IAM technology is complex and the
technical skill to create such technology is very
specialised, deploying such solutions need not
be. There are an increasing number of Identityas-a-Service or Entitlement-as-a-Service services
available to companies to deploy which are
delivered on typical SaaS terms. Such solutions
are provided with standard interfaces and
require only modest technical skills to integrate

and deploy. Organisations do not need to have
the technical resources of a Google in order to
implement a service similar to Google ID.
Start small and scale
Personalisation solutions should give you the
ability to start small and then scale up as you
learn how they work and begin to see the
clear benefits they deliver for your business.
Personalisation may sit at the heart of your
business but this does not necessarily mean long
implementation timeframes and eye-watering
license fees. As modern personalisation solutions
are available on a SaaS basis, they provide
flexibility and scalability both in technical terms
and also payment terms. You pay only for what
you use, as you use it and thereby avoid large,
upfront licensing costs, allowing you to test-drive
personalisation services and make sure they work
for your particular use case.
Getting access to the technology that helps
deliver and unlock an effective personalisation
strategy may seem intimidating but it needn’t
be. Easy to integrate, test and deploy, there
are identity and access management solutions
available in the market on a pay as you go basis.

Summary

Getting the right building blocks in place before
embarking on a personalisation strategy is
crucial. Any personalisation strategy is likely to be
ineffective without the ability to accurately identify
who your customer is each time they access your
services and ensure that they have access to the
content and services they are entitled to.
There are four clear steps in this process:
1.

Be able to recognise who your customers are,
regardless of which device they are using.

2. Provide seamless and accurate access to
enable them to use your products or services
based on their specific permissions, using
single sign-on and identity-based licensing.
3. Enhance your relationship with customers
by learning their preferences and being in
a position to suggest complementary or
enhancing products that further reward
customer loyalty.
4. Select a supplier of personalisation
technology who can provide solutions that
fit your business case and can help you to
deepen your relationship with your customer.
Effective personalisation technology may be
sophisticated in its capabilities, but it should
be easy for you to test, deploy and use.
Looking forward, more than nine in ten marketers
said they plan to use personalisation to enhance
customer experience over the next year according
to Business Reporter 2015.6
Will you be one of them?
6 “Marketing Metrics: The Manager’s Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance”, FT Press

About 10Duke
10Duke provides identity management and
licensing solutions for leading consumer and
technology brands worldwide such as Trimble,
Maxon, Seequent, Causeway and more.
10Duke solutions are used to address two primary
use cases: user login and authentication to online
systems and application and user entitlements to
licensed content such as software applications.
These solutions are underpinned by three core
products:

10Duke Identity Provider - enable Single
Sign-On (SSO) for your customers accessing your
applications, whether they might be desktop,
mobile or web, using either their preferred email
(direct login), their company ID (domain login) or
their favourite social ID (social login).

10Duke Entitlements - deliver IP protection
and control access to your online products
and services with ease & precision; answer the
requirements of GDPR with full data audit &
change tracking.

10Duke Event Data API - a back-end
reporting service which is responsible for
storing all data related to a customer’s access
to an application in order to generate business
insight and enable real-time awareness of license
consumption and license status.
https://www.10duke.com/products/identity-provider/
https://www.10duke.com/products/entitlementslicensing/
https://www.10duke.com/products/event-data-api/

